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This Mahjong variant gives you a minor selection of golden tiles mixed in with the normal tiles. Your primary goal is to quickly
match-away all of the golden tiles. You get a greater score for how fast you go and how many normal tiles remain after
matching away all of the golden tiles.

The game play and graphics are fine.. It's like every other 2D Mahjong game you have played.

The problem with the game is the gated levels. I am in the Amateur level. It gives me a selection of 20 Mahjong puzzles to play.
Once I earn enough points I can unlock the next level. I estimate that if all of the levels are unlocked I will have access to 100
additional Mahjong puzzles to play.

I have played through all of the 20 amateur puzzles available to me. I am replaying them over and over again but I don't see that
I am earning any more points. The grind wall is formidable. If you are a fiercely competitive Mahjong player and welcome the
challenge of trying to penetrate that next level so you can get access to more puzzles with a sweaty palm and strained eyes, this is
your Mahjong game.

For me, I just wanted to play some Mahjong while my 3D software is rendering animations.. Maybe I am half-watching a
YouTube video on my other monitor. I am a casual player. This game has a lot of puzzles I will likely never see. For this reason
I am giving this game a thumbs-down. I paid for a complete game but I won't be able to play the complete set of puzzles.. You
can't play this one like Meat Boy -- the "tiny input big effect" controls don't support that, and honestly I wouldn't even call it a
platformer. It's more like a rhythm game, where you memorize the actions you need to perform at each moment to match the
twists and turns and timing of a level and then blast through it perfectly that last time with a little jolt of adrenaline and then
tackle the next one. You've gotta control that little blocky guy like a samurai, because the second you go off path you're in a
platformer space this game doesn't really shoot for. But this game delivers something very specific I enjoy and I'm glad for its
approach. I'll probably get my money's worth well before the end though.. It is fun trying to achieve 60 seconds on
Easy/Normal/Hard.

Managed to get 80s on easy in the first few tries, and then got stuck into normal/hard around 40s.
However, since the music and the arrows aren't quite in sync, you are free to play with your own music.

Fun game to play while you just want to listen to music.. I love this game. Got the demo first and was hooked. One of best
games for my vive.. Oh man, where to begin with THIS one? My three play attempts\/deaths thus far:

  Extremely minimal and mediocre graphics. A crappy-looking "note" that informs me that I have to find "10 golden skulls"
before I can escape from, er...wherever I am (a very low-budget Camp Crystal Lake, far as I can tell). A quick-'n'-easy finding
of the first golden skull, but alas...I can't walk through the open doorway due to some unmentioned white fog? A map, which is
essentially useless since it doesn't even indicate where I am on it, or which direction I'm facing. A heartbeat sound-effect to
indicate the killer is drawing near, and oh, look! It's Jason wearing his Sunday best (perhaps he has a wedding to attend shortly
after murdering me). Get chased by Jason for a while through a fairly repetitive forest-y landscape (it looks like I can gradually
outrun him, but it sure does take a while)! Eventually Jason catches up with me anyhoo, and...wait for it...

  Jason - who sure enough has no visible weapons in his hands (machetes are considered impolite at most weddings) - just runs
circles around me for a brief spell before a big jumpscare image of a red-tinged BABY appears on screen, apparently signifying
my death 'cause I'm suddenly back at the start. And you wanna know the worst thing about all of this? It WASN'T EVEN
SCARY. Like, at all. At the very least, I was too busy being baffled to buy into the tension even one iota. As a huge fan of
atmospheric games, I can honestly say that this game has virtually NO ATMOSPHERE to speak of.

  Oh, and I said THREE play attempts, right? Yeah, the other two played out much like this one. I never found one skull I could
pick up, and frankly have no inclination to pursue this game long enough to achieve any such ambition (much less ten times
over).

  I did, however, manage to come across what looked like a useable weapon - a slightly weird-looking SHOVEL, perhaps? - but
refused to pick it up. Perhaps I didn't want to get Jason's suit messed up, given how much I knew that might upset the bride
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(most brides don't like blood at their weddings, so I'm told).

  Boy oh boy, devs like this sure are lucky I'm not the refunding type. Maybe I'll check this one out again later, if and when they
change\/update it enough to call it a playable "game". In the meantime, if you're in the market for a completely baffling and
decidedly D-grade single-player rendition of Dead by Daylight - a game that I was fairly underwhelmed by, to start with - then I
suppose there's worse ways you could waste nine dollars. Probably. Theoretically. Maybe...

  Okay, there probably isn't. Oh, the indignities we reviewers must endure to get our reviews READ every once in a while (i.e.
unless you're a reviewer or YouTuber looking to get in early, give this one a WIDE f*ckin' berth for now).

  Verdict: 3.5\/10.

UPDATE: Okay, so I promised the devs I'd give this another go once some updates were implemented, and here we are five
months later and...nothing much has changed. SOME improvements have been made - the map is a HUGE improvement over
what it was - but there's still little to recommend here. I'll raise that Verdict by .5 to at least acknowledge that it's a SLIGHTLY
better game now, and the devs seem to be semi-sincere in their efforts to please players. But, y'know...a turd is still a turd, even
if you polish it slightly. Sorry, devs. Hopefully some lessons will be learned from this one, and the next game will be
considerably better...

  Revised Verdict: 4\/10.

(PS If you enjoyed this review, feel free to check out my two Curator pages: 
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/9284586-ReviewsJustfortheHELLofit\/
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/10868048-Truly-Horrible-Horror-Games\/?appid=398210
Cheers!). Enjoy stale, repetitive puzzles? Occasional "save the planet" tips about as intuitive as wearing a helmet while riding a
motorcycle? Zero plot investment? Completely arbitrary achievements? Count me in!

... Wait.
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interesting to say the least. Pros
Complete control over your crew customization
Well thought out game mechanics
Easy to use controls
Fun to play
Haven't run into any bugs(Yet)

Cons
No tutorial
Frustrating

Deadnaut, is really not an accurate name for this game as more often then not im dead again. Luckly for me i can be a glutton
for punishment which this game has in spades.

Im mainly going to address my con list here as i feel like although the game has cons they are also part of the gameplay.

No tutorial is a con simply because there is so much to understand and if you just go straight to new game you'll just die
instantly with no idea why. Such as what each part of your UI does, took me three campaigns before i figured out where to see
what an enemies health was, and i still dont know how to see the HP of my own crew members.

Frustrating is certianly gonna happen, mostly at the start of the game because as mentioned before there is a small amount of
information given to you

Over all though it is a game i would recomend because although it is hard to understand and frustrating at times. It has the great
quality of being able to make you want to play it one more time because this time you know how to do it better.. It was Meth
wasn't it.

This game has potential. The translation is bad to the point of being hard to even make out what characters are trying to say and
euphamisms that don't quite fit ("Bust a gut" to me means to laugh so hard you get a cramp)
Its really hard to see the action icons to see what you can interact with. (I carried a lot of boxes before I saw the prompts to
leave\/talk to employer)
The battle system needs tightening. In addition to being hard to see the action menu, there was no indication of if some actions
needed recharging. It sometimes highlighted them, sometimes didn't, regardless of if I could use them or not. The character
mapping and spacial distance needs to be worked on as well. (The 'final' battle with the old man and genie: the Genie would hit
open air behind the hero when I attacked)

I forgot to mention: There was nothing in the way of settings so I couldn't adjust the screen size to fit and ended up not being
able to see enemy health bars. I could see the skull for bosses but only one or two health squares.

So unfortunately I super can't recommend this game. What I liked about it was the *sometimes neat enemy design and that it
only cost 60 cents so I don't feel ripped off.. Overall, pretty and pretty depressing.

Walking sim, collecting the picture pieces is too much of a chore for the achievement because it's too dark with low contrast so
exploring is tedious, the environment too samey. The voice acting is good but the script is poor. The puzzles are a chore, you can
walk past many of them and I most certainly did.

I hate to beat on an indie game that's clearly had some effort put in but it's a relief to finish the game rather than feeling like any
kind of accomplishment.. GREAT wave shooter.

I have only played the first level and I am blown away.
This is the role model for any VR wave shooter in the makings.
Graphics are top notch, gameplay is fun and feels right.
Immersion is very good.
I totally like how the arms are linked to the controllers.
I love the timeslowdown idea.
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I had nearly given up that anything would (positively) surprise me from a VR wave shooter, but this game clearly does.
This is how VR should look and feel.. Space, watch out for holes.. Within the top 3 best TWs of all time, and easily the most
polished historical title since Shogun 2. The campaign mechanics, graphics, and the attention to detail is second to none within
the TW franchise.

The game is very, very well optimized. I have been running the game on a five year old PC, and it was honestly shocking how
well I was able to run the game, even on extreme unit sizes. Run the game using the Romance color filter, it's better.

The AI can still be goofy during battles, especially sieges, but overall the AI has been better at attacking as a group in land
battles. The campaign AI is unforgiving unless you play it carefully (VH\/VH). Was playing as Dong Zhuo and I had a half
dozen full stacks charging right down my throat. It was probably the most hectic and exciting campaign I have played since my
time playing as Hattori in Shogun 2.

I haven't encountered any bugs as of yet. I haven't had any crashes. No matter what you think of China, CA, or the Three
Kingdoms period; CA deserves praise for this release.

8.5\/10 at the very least.. This game looked interesting so I bought it, love the graphics but sadly the mechanics for the game are
lacking. The left mouse key can only be unsed to interact with the objects about you and turn the camera, it cannot be set as a
key binding for attacks or anything, or at least I've tried to do so and have failed. Then there's the map of the castle, which based
on the intro for the game your character should know because its their castle yet you have no idea what rooms are where until
you explore it (which doesn't make sense). Enemies can cast spells at you while going up the stairs, but when you're in first
person mode (or any mode for that matter) you cannot fire a spell upwards or downwards (I say the enemies are cheating). I
know there is a toggle target key but I feel this game would play better on a game pad if instead of the left\/right strafting they
turned instead and something like shoulder buttons on the game pad would work better. I'm going to continue trying to play the
game and at least beat it, but with how things are going I can only play in short sessions before I get frustrated. Also, the guy is a
trained swordsman, why is he attacking so slowly? It almost seems like his armor is weighing him down, but as a trained fighter
he shouldn't be having that problem. Sadly, unless you have a lot of patience with games I would not suggest getting this game..
Okayish rogue-like space exploration game.

4 \/ 10.. I made it to level 251. I'm so educated, I apply for english lecturer.
Seriously, the game has some educational value.
pros and cons:
+ You can set the background colour.
+ Autosave, even if you try other languages.
- The music becomes very annoying after a while. Play something from your own playlist instead.

First impression is like meh, too hard or boring, but after 50 levels the game becoming addictive.
It's a word-puzzle game, the only anime content is already shown on the store page.
7\/10 The core of the game is good but the wrap could be better.
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